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WARNING 

WARNING

CHOKING HAZARD - Keep out of reach from children under 8 yrs. as they can choke or suffocate on parts included with this system

Arkon® is not responsible for any damages caused to your device or yourself due to the installation or use of this mount. Do not install Arkon® products near areas that intefere with operation
of vehicles. Arkon® assumes no responsibility or liability for injury or death as a result of failure to install in a safe location. Arkon® is not responsible for any damages caused to vehicles,
product, or people due to the installation or use of this product.

HD829CAM | Height-Adjustable Camera Desk Stand rev.010924

Includes:
1 – Remarkable Creator™ Series Pro Pole (SPHD8BASE)
1 – Weighted Base for Remarkable Creator™ Series Pro (SPHD8L29) 
1 – 20mm Metal Ball to 1/4" -20 Camera Bolt Adapter (SP20MM1420)
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Assembling the Telescoping Arm
First, insert the telescoping arm into the weighted base. Then,
use the allen key to lock the pole in place by turning it clockwise
in the designated area.

Telescoping
Pole

Tighten
clockwise to
secure.

Installing the Camera Adapter to the Telescoping Arm 
Loosen the knob on the telescoping arm by turning it counter 
clockwise. Insert the camera adapter and then retighten 
the knob. 

How to Attach a Device to the Mounting Bolt
To attach your device, turn it clockwise and screw it onto the
1/4"-20 mounting bolt.
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Making Adjustments to the Mount's Height and Angle
To modify the angle and height of the mount, loosen the
adjustment ring and adjustment knob. Once you've made the
necessary changes, tighten them to secure the new positioning.
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